
 

The Sims 3 Masturbate Mod

One of my favorite scenes to make in the game is Sims masturbating. The only problem
is, it doesnt really do anything and is pretty pointless, so why would I make it? Well, I
had a female sim locked in the shower for almost the whole game. She was getting
REALLY frustrated. I finally let her out and she went to the bathroom and just stood
there for a while, barely moving, and it was that point in the game that I decided I

wanted to make the bdsm mod. I put that into the game, locked her in the shower and
walked away for a few days. The Sims 4 has a few hooks for mods. Of course there are a

lot of grand features that get into the game, such as Creations, which allows you to
create and edit furniture, and weather effects, which lets you create rain, sunshine, and
sunset/sunrise effects. But a lot of mods do the same, just for something a little more

specific. For example, clothing mods and make the clothes in the game simulate a
fabric/skin you arent wearing, letting you create clothing that adjusts and matches your
body shape. Cars mods add a car in the game to drive, and could be of almost any type.
But there are also lots of mods that change things very specifically. One mod adds the
tools and materials to make a meth lab in the game, and a drug lab mod will add a set
of tools to make even more drugs. I think it is the most specific Sims 4 content that I

have seen so far. One of the most creative mods I have seen so far is one that adds an
entire female sim to the game. This is pretty self-explanatory, but could be good for any

male or female sim who likes to roleplay and complete with a female sim. What I like
about this is that there is no waste of content. If you find a male sim in the game that
you really want to roleplay with, then go for it. If you like roleplaying with other female

sims, then do that. It simply adds a new purpose for playing the game. Plus, in the
future, perhaps there could be an option to get this kind of mod for male sims as well. It

just adds a lot of variety.
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